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Storytelling plays a crucial role in science communication, but little research has

investigated how it impacts the popularity of science videos. This study examined

storytelling components in 306 popular YouTube science videos and revealed significant

relationships between video popularity and five storytelling components, namely dramatic

question, insight, moments of change, emotional arousal and, status of story. Emotional

arousal, in particular, showed a strong association with popularity. The results shed light

on the role of storytelling in increasing science video popularity.
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INTRODUCTION

The Internet has radically changed how people access information about science. The percentage of
Americans citing the Internet as their primary source of science and technology news, for example,
jumped from merely 9% in 2001 to 55% in 2016. By 2018, 69% of Americans preferred the Internet
to television or newspapers to learn about specific scientific issues (National Science Board, 2018).
With this profound change, science communicators are now facing an unprecedented range of
both opportunities and challenges in influencing public knowledge and attitudes toward science
(Brossard, 2013).

Amongst myriad forms of online information, video attracts much attention from the world’s
Internet users. Online videos accounted for 75% of all web traffic in 2017, and this is predicted to rise
to 82% by 2022 (Cisco, 2018). The tremendous potential of online videos for public communication
of science has been widely acknowledged amongst actors in the science community (Sugimoto and
Thelwall, 2013; Erviti and Stengler, 2016; León and Bourk, 2018).

Central in this growth of online video is YouTube, a video-sharing platform garnering attention,
in 2019, from over 1.9 billion logged-in users (YouTube, 2019). While there are many other
popular online video websites on the Internet, YouTube is by far the biggest and arguably the
most influential. In terms of traffic rank, YouTube is the second most-visited website on the web
(Alexa, 2020). Many science channels have been launched on YouTube, by entities ranging from
engineers (e.g., Mark Rober) to academic publishers (e.g., nature video), and many of them have
gained significant popularity. The channel Kurzgesagt—In a Nutshell, for example, now has 12
million subscribers and almost a billion video views (Figures updated 26 May 2020). Meanwhile,
anti-science groups and individuals are also using YouTube videos to publicize false, inaccurate,
and potentially harmful information about science (Allgaier, 2013, 2020). The majority of YouTube
videos on climate-related topics, for instance, have been shown to take a stance against the scientific
consensus (Allgaier, 2019).
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In this hyper-competitive environment, it is therefore crucial
that researchers presenting content based on legitimate science
identify factors that can increase the impact of science
communication videos.

Researchers often divide factors that contribute to the
popularity of online videos into content and content-agnostic
factors. Content factors refer to the particular characteristics of
the style and information of a video, such as topic, duration,
and methods of delivery. Content-agnostic factors, meanwhile,
are the characteristics independent of the production of the
particular video, including social sharing applications, search
engines, and recommendation systems. While both content and
content-agnostic factors matter to video impact, understandings
of content factors are especially valuable for science video
creators. This is because the video content, rather than
external influences like YouTube’s recommendation algorithm, is
something they can proactively change. Past research has found
that factors such as emotional arousal (Berger, 2011; Nelson-
Field et al., 2013), geographic relevance (Brodersen et al., 2012),
duration (Gill et al., 2007), and host consistency (Welbourne and
Grant, 2016) are related to video popularity.

Building on this, many have suggested that storytelling might
play a critical role in successful video making (e.g., Leonhardt,
2015). Storytelling has also been widely seen as an ingredient of
engaging science communication (Dahlstrom, 2014; Martinez-
Conde and Macknik, 2017; Green et al., 2018). Yet little research
has verified this in terms of science videos. In particular, it
remains unclear how highly popular science videos tend to
deploy different storytelling components to deliver content.

Hypothesizing that more popular videos amongst successful
science YouTube channels would display particular storytelling
aspects more frequently than their less popular counterparts, we
compared storytelling components observed in highly popular
and less popular science videos on YouTube. All videos examined
were from science YouTube channels considered successful in
terms of the breadth and engagement of their audience. Below,
we provide some recommendations based on the results to
help science communicators create popular YouTube videos
about science.

SCIENCE VIDEO POPULARITY AND
STORYTELLING

Content Factors Related to Science Video
Popularity
In recent years, video has gained increasing importance as a tool
to communicate science with publics (León and Bourk, 2018).
On YouTube, whose viewership was projected to represent 78.4%
of all digital video viewers in 2018 (eMarketer, 2018), several
creators of science content have achieved broad popularity. For
example, Vsauce, Mark Rober, Seeker, SmarterEveryDay, and
Numberphile, five channels focusing on a wide range of science-
related topics, have collectively attracted more than 43 million
subscribers and 4 billion views (Socialblade, 2020f). What makes
their science videos outstanding? Many answers to this question
have been offered based on the experiences exchanged among

practitioners (Brossard, 2013), but fewer are offered based on
research on video content.

Previous studies have used several different approaches to
assess the relationship between the content of online science
videos and video popularity. Sugimoto et al. (2013), for example,
looked into the influence of content presenters in TED videos,
where science is one of their most popular topics. They examined
1,202 TED Talks and found that on YouTube, videos with
male presenters garnered more views and likes than those
with female presenters. Meanwhile, although academics only
accounted for 21% of all presenters, their videos were more liked
and more commented on than those from other backgrounds
(Sugimoto et al., 2013).

Welbourne and Grant (2016) gave the first overview of videos
specifically from science communication channels on YouTube
and found other features that influenced video popularity. Their
content analysis of 390 videos indicated that videos with a regular
host had more views than those without, probably because
a consistent communicator provides a natural anchor for the
audience to connect with the channel. Overall, the authors
found user-generated content (UGC), whose content delivery
was significantly quicker, was more popular than professionally
generated content (PGC). Viewers may favor a fast-paced video
as a rapid pace of delivery could serve to enhance audience focus
as well as persuasiveness (Welbourne and Grant, 2016). In a
similar vein, Gheorghiu et al. (2017) showed that viewers were
more likely to watch videos about scientific work if the presenters
were scientists with an “interesting” facial appearance.

Nevertheless, when Erviti and Stengler (2016) used semi-
structured interviews to explore how professional YouTube
video producers, also known as YouTubers, make science
communication videos, few factors mentioned above were noted
by the interviewees. Regarding components that make a video
successful, the five interviewees, who ran eight of the most
successful science channels in the UK, suggested a series of
content factors including bizarre topics, excellent production
quality, likable characters, and visually amazing content the
viewers have not seen before (Erviti and Stengler, 2016).

To identify the characteristics of popular science videos,
Morcillo et al. (2016) collected the newest and the most
popular videos from 100 successful science channels and
analyzed the defining content factors of those videos,
including narrative characteristics. The results showed that
most of the examined videos used first-person narrative,
advanced intro and outro sequences and complex montages,
and that their production quality demonstrated a trend
toward professionalism.

More importantly, Morcillo et al. (2016) also demonstrated
that popular videos used complex storytelling structures to
deliver video content. Most of them used techniques such as
setting up a conclusive ending to intensify the dramatic energy
of the video at the end, often answering questions formulated
earlier in the video. Half of the examined videos contained
more than two cause-and-effect turns, or plot points, in the
narration. The authors concluded that popular videos shared a
focus on storytelling, and most of those successful YouTubers
were excellent storytellers (Morcillo et al., 2016).
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Potential of Storytelling for Science
Communication
Storytelling is the art of telling a story, but the answer to what
a story is depends on whom is asked. Scholars have proposed
various definitions of story and explored the relationship between
story and other relevant terms like narrative (Prince, 1973;
Chatman, 1978; Ricoeur, 1980; Stein, 1982; Cortazzi, 1994; Norris
et al., 2005; Fludernik, 2009; Sanford and Emmott, 2012). In this
study, we refer to a narrative as a series of chronologically ordered
events in which earlier ones cause later ones. Following the work
of Prince (1973), we define a story as a state-event(s)-inverse state
change sequence of human interest, with the first state preceding
the event and the event causing the change of state. Under these
definitions, stories are essentially a subtype of narratives.

Various cultures use stories as a way to access and
achieve popularity. Research studying a current hunter-gatherer
population has shown that stories appear to facilitate cooperation
within a camp, and people in hunter-gatherer societies prefer
skilled storytellers as social partners even to hunters (Smith et al.,
2017). For more than twenty years, educators have been using
storytelling in digital formats to enhance students’ engagement,
learningmotivation, and in some settings, academic performance
(Hung et al., 2012; Yang andWu, 2012; Smeda et al., 2014; Niemi
and Multisilta, 2016). Even YouTube has stressed the value of
storytelling to grow audience and bolster engagement in their
tutorials in video-making (YouTube, 2017).

Scientists have also noticed the potential of storytelling
for delivering effective science communication to non-expert
audiences (Dahlstrom, 2014). Reviewing the role of story
structure in creating meaning, context, relevance, and empathy
for the audience, Haven (2007) asserted that a story “is a uniquely
powerful and effective communications tool that can be put to
use by virtually anyone.” Studies have shown that exposure to
stories can induce a series of neurobiological effects in humans.
For example, well-structured stories appear to induce similar
brain activities not only among viewers (Hasson et al., 2008) but
also between the storyteller and the audience (Stephens et al.,
2010). These mechanisms indicate that telling stories can be
a useful way to engage a broad audience with science. As a
general recommendation, Olson (2018) contended that science
communicators should equip themselves with the ability to “tell
a concise, interesting, and entertaining story that also conveys
substance” to reach public audiences and win their favor.

In addition to its ability to evoke interest and engagement
(Green, 2004), storytelling can also enhance persuasion.
Dahlstrom and Ho (2012) argued that stories are persuasive by
nature because they are driven by a cause-and-effect structure,
which makes the end of the story appear to be inevitable. Several
studies have suggested that increased viewer involvement in a
story can make the story more persuasive (Slater and Rouner,
2002; Slater et al., 2006; Moyer-Gusé, 2008; Tal-Or and Cohen,
2010; Hoeken et al., 2016). More recently, researchers have
looked into narrative persuasion on science-related issues.
Cooper and Nisbet (2016), for instance, found that stories can
induce emotional responses that influence one’s risk perception
of environmental hazards. It appeared to be particularly effective
when the goal of communication is to inform the audience about

environmental hazards. As involvement in the story increased,
negative emotions increased among the audience, which resulted
in higher risk perceptions (Cooper and Nisbet, 2016). However,
when a story on environmental issues was used in combination
with a related explicit persuasive appeal, the combination was
considered less persuasive than the story alone (Moyer-Gusé
et al., 2019). More determinants of narrative persuasion and
interactions between them are yet to be identified.

While both audience engagement and persuasiveness are
important for public communication of science, our current
research focuses on the former: what is the role of storytelling
in increasing the audience engagement with science videos? To
shed light on this topic, we collected a sample of science videos
from science channels that are widely viewed and subscribed
on YouTube, and examined different storytelling components
within them, while controlling for content-agnostic factors.
In the next section, we explore the storytelling components
examined in detail.

Storytelling Components in Science Videos
Storytelling can be examined via analysis of a family of different
content components, and different storytelling components may
have vastly different contributions to the popularity of a story
according to the medium, genre, and the storyteller’s goal.

Lambert et al. (2003) summarized seven fundamental
elements of digital storytelling, the practice of using multimedia
technology to tell a story. They include a point of view from
which the story is told, a dramatic question that identifies issues
to be addressed and stimulates interest, emotional content that
engages the audience affectively, a voice that contextualizes the
story in a personal sense, soundtracks that suit and enhance the
mood of the story, the economy of information that ensures only
the minimum of narrative components necessary is used to tell
the story and pacing that sustains the viewer’s attention. Landry
and Guzdial (2008) employed this framework to a useful end on
YouTube. Investigating the 100 most popular YouTube videos,
the authors showed that whereas most of them contained voice
and emotional content, less than half of the samples contained
a soundtrack, and only 10% employed a plot-based structure
(Landry and Guzdial, 2008). These results highlight the fact
that different storytelling components are not equally used by
YouTubers to make their videos successful.

More recently, Finkler and Leon (2019) used a literature-based
approach to identify key storytelling components. They produced
a short video about whale watching based on a conceptual
storytelling framework for science videos, which included six
components—have a Simple core message; surprise audiences
with an Unexpected question; use Concrete words to describe;
provide information through Credible figures; evoke positive
Emotions; link Science with the audience’s interest and use an
“And, But, Therefore” (ABT) Storytelling structure (SUCCESS).
Then, they surveyed 1,698 individuals for the video impact and
found a majority of viewers considered the video was telling a
story, and more than 80% of respondents reported the video
as engaging, informative, real, and believable. Moreover, 68.8%
were likely or very likely to tell someone else about the video
(Finkler and Leon, 2019). This finding indicates that the adoption
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of storytelling components proposed by the literature can indeed
boost the effectiveness of a science video in reaching the audience
and potentially changing attitudes.

Building on the work of Lambert et al. (2003) and Finkler
and Leon (2019), instead of using only one variable to assess the
role of storytelling in a video, we sought to establish a series of
fundamental components of storytelling to test their influence on
video popularity in a large sample. To that end, we established
a literature-based list of storytelling components along seven
dimensions listed below.

Narrative Point of View
Every story needs a teller. The narrative point of view represents
the relationship between the storytellers, or narrators, and the
stories they deliver. In a first-person narrative, the narrator is a
character in the story, whereas in a third-person narrative, the
narrator refers to the characters using third-person pronouns or
directly by names. Finally, in a second-person narrative, “you”
serve as the protagonist of the story. In this case, the intended
audience could perceive themselves as undergoing the experience
described by the narrator (Fludernik, 2009).

Different narrative points of view have different
communicative stances. Morcillo et al. (2016) suggested that
first-person narrative could help build a personal connection
between the narrator and the viewer. The authors suspected that
some science YouTubers used the third-person narrative out of
a pursuit of entertainment value and innovation. However, the
third-person narrative could also generate a sense of objectivity
and is thus especially useful for explaining historical events.
While Morcillo et al. (2016) didn’t address the proportion of
second-person narratives in science videos, we took it into
account in this study as a second-person narrative could enhance
interactivity between YouTubers and the viewers.

Use of Voice
Whereas writers tell stories through texts in print media,
YouTubers often harness the power of their own voices to share
stories. Lambert et al. (2003) proposed that the voiceover is “the
foundation of any digital story.” The use of voice reflects the
relationship between the auditory and visual narration of a video,
and therefore shapes the delivery style of the video.

Welbourne and Grant (2016) identified several video styles
pertaining to the use of voice. For example, vlogs often see the
presenter talking directly to the camera, whereas in voice-over-
visual videos, the presenter speaks over static or animated images.

Dramatic Question
The dramatic question refers to one single question that identifies
the core issues to be resolved by the end of the video. It sets
the tension of the content to be presented (Lambert et al., 2003;
Lambert and Hessler, 2018).

This component is in close relationship with narrative
appetite, a much more commonly seen concept in narratology.
Narrative appetite is the desire of the audience to know more
about what happened in a story. Storytellers raise and sustain
narrative appetite through techniques such as suspense (Norris
et al., 2005). In science videos, one of the common ways

YouTubers seek evoke curiosity and interest is by asking a
question that sounds uncommon, bizarre, or dramatic. For
example, the question raised by Dr. DerekMuller in his YouTube
channel Veritasium—why are 96,000,000 black balls on this
reservoir?—perhaps helped to attract more than 48 million views
to the video (Veritasium, 2019). In this case, asking the right
question for a science video to address serves as an effective way
to generate narrative appetite. We hypothesized that whether or
not the narrator clarifies the dramatic question could make a
difference in video popularity.

Moments of Change
A moment—or moments—of change serves as a crucial element
of storytelling in multiple theories of story. The occurrence of
moments of change in a science video can be considered a
rough proxy for the complexity of its narration. In the structure
of narratives theory developed by Labov and Waletzky (1997),
moments of change are embedded in the complicating action,
introducing disruptions into normality. Similarly, Lambert and
Hessler (2018) also stressed the importance of identifying a
moment of change with which the storytellers can clarify the
insight of their story.

Importantly, some have argued that too few or too
many moments of change in a narration could compromise
the effectiveness of science communication. For example,
Olson (2015)—in discussing his “And, But, Therefore” (ABT)
structure—suggested both the “And, And, And” (AAA) and
“Despite, However, Yet” (DHY) story structures make poor
storytelling models. In the ABT structure, the word of
contradiction “but” signals the moment of change in the
narration. For comparison, the expository AAA structure
involves no moment of change and is thus susceptible to
monotony; the overly contradictory DHY structure, on the other
hand, fails to convey a concise message, overwhelming the
audience with too many moments of change (Olson, 2015).

Insight
Every story is told for a purpose. ElShafie (2018) specified the
point of telling a story being to share a meaning or a broad
theme. This theme is often learned as an insight embedded in
the subtext, but sometimes they can be revealed by the narrator,
too. For example, YouTuber Sally Le Page made a 5-min video
showing nothing but herself numbering dozens of Petri dishes
(Le Page, 2017). But when she revealed the insight that some
of a scientist’s job is painstakingly mundane, done to better
understand the world, the otherwise dull scene in the video
became meaningful.

Lambert and Hessler (2018) considered clarifying the insight
of the story as the first step of digital storytelling. They argued
that insight is the treasure of a story, and storytellers control
how many clues the audience has to find it (Lambert and
Hessler, 2018). Could how YouTubers deal with the insight
of their stories influence how the audience understands and
accepts the content they see? We predicted that a popular
video is more likely to have an outspoken revelation of
the insight.
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Emotional Arousal
Emotional arousal is widely considered as one of the underlying
dimensions of emotion. It refers to the intensity of emotional
stimuli, ranging from soothing or calming to agitating or exciting
(Russell, 1980). For example, a person getting angry often
experiences an increased heart rate, while a sad person feels less
sensorially alert. In this pair of emotions, anger is of higher
arousal than sadness. Generally, high arousal emotions include
anger, fear, anxiety, excitement, and awe, whereas emotions such
as sadness, calmness, and boredom belong to the low arousal end.

Previous studies have shown that content that evokes high
emotional arousal, regardless of the valence of the emotions,
is more likely to be shared than low-arousal inducing content
(Berger, 2011; Berger and Milkman, 2012; Nelson-Field et al.,
2013). In our study, we examined whether videos inducing higher
emotional arousal were more likely to gain higher views.

Status of Story
Status of story refers to the extent to which story drives the
proceeding of the video. Texts used in public communication of
science can be categorized into four main kinds: argumentative
text, expository text, expository text embedded in a narrative,
and narrative (Avraamidou and Osborne, 2009). The role played
by stories varies in these texts, and science communicators
are likely to use different forms of text for different audiences
or purposes.

A few recent studies have examined the status of story in
science videos. Davis and León (2018) analyzed the narrative
features of 826 videos on the topics of climate change,
nanotechnology and vaccines. They found that only 5.3% used
a traditional three-act structure of storytelling with a situation
set-up at the beginning, a complication in the middle, and a
resolution at the end. The vast majority of videos still relied
on an expository structure to present science (Davis and León,
2018). Davis et al. (2020) further made two otherwise identical
science videos to compare the effects of an expository text and an
infotainment text with a story structure. Their results indicated
that the expository style was better liked and perceived as more
believable, whereas the story-structured infotainment style was
found easier for viewers to recall presented information andmore
likable among viewers without a university degree.

In this study, we used status of story to distinguish videos
that are made to tell a story from those driven by non-story
texts. This measure allowed us to tell apart different levels of
the narrative-expository mixture and characterize how popular
science YouTubers use stories in their videos. It’s important to
note that, as it has been specifically designed for assessing science
videos, this storytelling component is more subjective than some
of the others mentioned above.

To any specific individual, what constitutes “good storytelling”
is, by its nature, subjective. Many factors, including historical
traditions, cultural styles, and individual aesthetic preferences,
can shape a person’s preference for a certain style of storytelling.
Nevertheless, storytelling features shared by different pieces of
content viewed by large groups of viewers could be reasonably
considered “good” practice for content producers, as they might
have been important in reaching that broad audience.

By coding and analyzing these seven components in
science videos on YouTube, we addressed the following
research questions:

1. Is there any difference in the presence and extent of
storytelling factors between more and less viewed videos?

2. What characteristics of storytelling factors do themore viewed
videos have in common?

Details of the coding process of these seven dimensions are
described in the following Method section.

METHODS

In this study, we used views shown on YouTube video pages as a
proxy for the video’s popularity. While several different measures
could be used to understand the overall success of a YouTube
video, some are susceptible to spammers (e.g., likes/dislikes) and
some can only be read by the channel holder (e.g., watch time). In
contrast, view counts—verified via a specific verification process
developed by YouTube to count and authorize legitimate views
(Google, 2020a)—offer the most accessible and reliable reflection
of how popular a video is.

To assess the difference in the deployment of storytelling
factors between more viewed and less viewed science videos
while controlling for content-agnostic factors such as channel
subscribers, we collected a group of successful science YouTube
channels, and from these sourced both their most and least
viewed science videos published in 2019. The storytelling
components observed in the most viewed group were then
compared with those in the least group. Given the broad
definitions of science communication in academic literature and
practice, in this study, we refer to a science video as (a) any
educational, but not purely instructional, didactic or pedagogical
video content, and (b) in any science field listed in the All Science
Journal Classification Codes (Elsevier, 2020).

Channel and Video Procurement
We collected target channels from Socialblade, a website that
tracks YouTube statistics. We sampled YouTube channels that
produce science communication videos in English from the “Top
250 YouTubers” lists under the categories of “Education” and
“Science and Technology” on Socialblade.

Each category contained three lists sorted by different
parameters, namely the number of subscribers, video views, and
SB Rank, a measurement developed by Socialblade that indicates
the channel’s influence. On 24 February 2020, we collected a total
of 52 channels from those six lists of two categories (Socialblade,
2020a,b,c,d,e,f), with their numbers of uploads, subscribers, and
total video views recorded. Overall, these channels can be taken
as broadly representative of the most popular science YouTubers,
although some other popular channels that produce science
content fall outside of the two categories examined. For example,
the YouTube channel “National Geographic” was categorized
under the channel type “Entertainment” on Socialblade, which
was determined by the classification of content of the channel’s
recent public videos.
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Using ScrapeStorm (2020), a commercially available data-
extracting tool, we obtained data on all videos published by the
52 channels from 1 January to 31 December 2019, resulting in a
dataset with titles, URLs, release dates, and views of a set of 5,339
videos. We then looked for the most- and least-viewed science
communication videos published by each channel. Choosing
videos in this way assured that every sampled video came
from a channel with well-established influence and that the
overall content-agnostic factors, including video quality and the
YouTuber’s social network size, were controlled in the most- and
least-viewed groups.

Initially, we aimed to collect the three most viewed and
three least viewed science communication videos from each
channel. Two channels, however, uploaded fewer than six science
communication videos with accessible view counts in 2019. The
channel Motherboard had four, so we used two with higher views
and two with lower views. In the channel Vsauce, only three
videos had visible views. In this case, we selected the most and
least viewed videos.

In total, a final sample of 306 videos, 153 in the most-
viewed group and 153 in the least-viewed group, were acquired
for content analysis. To maintain consistency of selection, one
author (TH) reviewed all videos for inclusion.

Content Analysis
For content analysis, we used a seven-item list of storytelling
components to code the observable storytelling characteristics of
each video. We looked for different storytelling patterns between
the most-viewed group and the least-viewed group to shed
light on the relationship between each component and video
popularity. Justification for these components is included above;
here we denote how each component was operationalized.

Narrative Point of View
This item checks the dominant narrative point of view of a video.
A video is of the first-person narrative when the narrator uses the
first-person pronouns to present events in which he or she is one
of the characters (e.g., “I did this”) most of the time. When the
narrator and the protagonist of the event presented are different
individuals, and thus third-person pronouns are used most often
(e.g., “She did that”), the video takes a third-person point of view.
Lastly, the dominant use of the pronoun “you,” as if the narrator is
telling the story to a narratee, indicates a second-person narrative
in the video.

Use of Voice
The use of voice refers to the dominant way (>75% of video
duration) the host uses their voice in the video. We categorized
the use of voice into four types: none, voice-over visuals, speak-
on-camera, and mixed.

When no vocal narration was involved in a video for most of
its length (for example, some videos may only use text over static
or animated visuals to report science news), we marked the use
of voice as none. A video used voice-over visuals if the narrator
primarily talked off-camera (i.e., without the viewer seeing his
or her talking face) and over visuals such as animation. If the
narrator mostly talked on camera, either directly to it or not, the

video was designated speak-on-camera. Lastly, when a video had
multiple ways of using voice, and none of them accounted for
>75% of the time, we categorized it as mixed. We recorded the
length of the video in seconds and used a stopwatch to examine
the dominant use of voice.

Dramatic Question
A video has an explicit dramatic question if the host or producer
directly states it in a complete question form, either in the
narration or in the title. If the core issue discussed by the
video was identifiable but not asked as a question, we coded
the question as implicit. For example, if the narrator noted
“How do black holes form?” in a video solely about black hole
formation, the video had an explicit dramatic question. If the
narrator instead mentioned “Black holes can only form under
some bizarre conditions and here’s how,” then the question was
implicit. In cases where videos didn’t reveal such a question in
any form, we coded it as a video with no dramatic question.

Moments of Change
In this item we inspected the number of times (0, 1, 2, 3, or more)
when the narrative of the video pivoted in a different direction,
establishing a contradiction tension, or twist. A moment of
change can refer to amoment when an unexpected event happens
during the video, or when the narrator proactively ends the
discussion on one topic and shifts to a new one. If the narration
stays straightforward throughout the video, for example, in
the case of a YouTuber briefly answering questions from the
audience, then the video has no moment of change.

Insight
In this study, the insight item documents the way the channel
producers clarify the point of each video. Storytellers, probably
in particular science storytellers, tell stories to make a point. The
farmer and the viper from Aesop’s Fables, for example, warns
of the consequences of being kind to the wicked. We examined
whether a video addresses the insight in an explicit way, an
implicit way, or does not mention it at all.

Emotional Arousal
Emotional arousal refers to the level of physiological activation
evoked in viewers by the content. Here, we followed a four-point
Likert scale to rate the level of arousal induced by the video, based
on the work of Bradley et al. (1992): inactive, a little bit active,
moderately active, and quite active. Different levels of emotional
arousal are shown in schematic form in Figure 1.

Status of Story
We rated the status of story in a video using a four-point
Likert scale (None-Low-Medium-High). None: no story is told
or shown through image during the entire video. Low: a story is
told in a small part of the video and does not influence most of
the remaining content. For example, a video may begin with a
story about someone being frightened and talk about the science
of fear without further responding to the story. Medium: stories
are told now and then throughout the video, but most of them
are unrelated. This form of storytelling is commonly seen in
videos showcasing a list, such as “Top 10 science stories of 2019,”
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FIGURE 1 | Schematic adapted from Bradley et al. (1992) showing different levels of emotional arousal. From left to right: inactive, a little bit active, moderately active,

and quite active.

which may involve several independent stories. High: the whole
video is used to tell or show one central story, which can contain
multiple interrelated stories. It’s important to note that a story can
be presented through either narration or footage revealing what
happened next.

Coding Procedure
To test intercoder reliability, two coders independently coded
ten science communication videos selected from the sample. We
numbered the 306 videos and used the Excel RANDBETWEEN
function to generate ten different random numbers to make the
selection. The values of Cohen’s kappa (κ) for all seven categorical
variables were≥ 0.75, indicating an excellent agreement between
coders (Fleiss et al., 2013). Weighted kappa was used for three
ordinal items, namely moments of change, emotional arousal,
and status of story.

Following this, a single coder (TH) manually viewed each
video, coding each according to the seven criteria. To reduce the
selection bias, the order of the videos was randomized using the
Excel RAND function. Any promotional components to videos
(for example, an in-video advertisement) was ignored.

Statistical Analysis
We used Microsoft Excel to carry out all statistical analyses.
Student’s t-test was used to determine whether data of the two
groups were significantly different. When unequal variance was
identified using Levene’s test for homogeneity of variance, we
used Welch’s t-test in place of Student’s t-test. The Chi-square
statistic of independence was adopted to analyze differences
between groups of nominal data. An alpha of.05 was used
for significance in all tests. When the Chi-square result was
significant, Cramer’s V was used to assess the statistical strength
(Cohen, 2013). All components with significant chi-square
results were dummy coded and used as independent variables to
perform a binary logistic regression.

RESULTS

Video Views, Duration, and Age
We sampled 306 videos for content analysis, with 153 in the
most-viewed group and 153 in the least-viewed. Videos in the

most-viewed group, by definition, were viewed significantly more
times [Mean (M) = 5.18 million (m) views, Standard Deviation
(SD) = 8.04m] than the least-viewed group [M = 0.59m views,
SD = 1.75m, Welch’s t(166) = 6.90, p < 0.01, Cohen’s d = 0.79]
(Figure 2A).

No significant difference was found in duration of videos
between the most-viewed group (M = 11.90min, SD = 16.79)
and the least-viewed group [M = 10.47min, SD = 15.39,
Student’s t(304) = 0.78, p= 0.44, Cohen’s d= 0.09] (Figure 2B).

Even though all videos were published within one calendar
year, videos in the most-viewed group (M = 271 days, SD =

101) appeared to be significantly older than those in the least-
viewed group [M = 227 days, SD = 108, Student’s t(304) =

3.68, p < 0.01, Cohen’s d = 0.42] (Figure 2C). Despite this,
Spearman’s rank-order correlation suggested that the monotonic
association between video age and video views was very weak
[ρ(304) = 0.10, p = 0.06]. In other words, older video age
doesn’t necessarily mean a high number of views in the sample
(Figure 2D). Examining how rapidly a YouTube video becomes
popular, Figueiredo et al. (2011) found that, for a random
YouTube video aged 1–12 months, it takes 79% of its video
age to receive at least 90% of its views. For a highly popular
video of the same age, the time was even shorter (Figueiredo
et al., 2011). According to this observation, it’s unlikely that
videos in the least-viewed group would have gained views to
overturn the significant difference in video views between the
two groups, even if they were collected later so that both groups
had the same average age. Therefore, we deemed the view
difference caused by the difference in video age between groups to
be negligible.

Storytelling Components
Chi-square tests were performed to compare proportions of
videos in the most-viewed and the least-viewed group regarding
(1) narrative point of view, (2) use of voice, (3) dramatic question,
(4) moment(s) of change, (5) insight, (6) emotional arousal, and
(7) status of the story (Table 1).

The narrative point of view did not differ between the groups
[χ2(2,N= 306)= 2.04, p= 0.36], suggesting that narrative point
of view has no significant impact on video popularity amongst
successful YouTubers. Overall, the first-person point of view was
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FIGURE 2 | The distribution of video (A) views, (B) duration, and (C) age of sampled videos (N = 306). The relation between video age rank and views rank is shown

in (D). Asterisks indicate a significant (p < 0.05) difference between the most-viewed group and the least-viewed group.

most common (61%) in our sample, whereas only 8% adopted the
second-person approach, which addresses the audience directly
(Figure 3A).

Given the fact that only three videos in the most-viewed group
and four in the least-viewed group involved little vocal narration,
which violated one of the assumptions of Chi-square test, we used
Fisher’s exact test as an alternative. No significant difference was
found between groups regarding the use of voice (p= 0.72). Most
of the examined videos (>97%) used voice for narration, among
which the voice-over visual was the most common narration
style (Figure 3B). As before, these results suggest that the use
of voice has no significant impact on video popularity amongst
successful YouTubers.

A significant difference in the use of dramatic questions
was found between the most-viewed and least-viewed groups,
although the effect size was small [χ2(2, N = 306) = 6.68,
p < 0.05, Cramer’s V = 0.15]. The most-viewed group had
significantly fewer videos without a dramatic question, and
most videos in this group had an explicit dramatic question
(e.g., World’s Largest Jello Pool- Can you swim in Jello?
by Mark Rober begins by directly asking, “What would it
be like to actually belly flop in a pool of Jello?”). For
both groups, videos with an implicit dramatic question were
uncommon (Figure 4A).

More importantly, the number of moments of change differed
significantly between groups, with a medium effect [χ2(3, N =

306) = 18.35, p < 0.001, Cramer’s V = 0.24]. Overall, videos in
the most-viewed group were most likely to have one moment of
change, whereas those in the least-viewed group most frequently
had no moment of change at all. Plus, the most-viewed groups
had significantly more videos with three or more moments of
change than the least-viewed group (Figure 4B).

The proportion of insight also significantly differed between
groups [χ2(2,N= 306)= 9.89, p< 0.01, Cramer’s V= 0.18]. The
most-viewed group had more videos that had an explicit insight
than the least-viewed group (Figure 4C). In the video What if
We Nuke a City? By Kurzgesagt—In a Nutshell, for example,
the narrator clearly emphasized the importance of eliminating
all nuclear weapons after demonstrating what would happen if
a city was attacked with a nuclear weapon. Yet, most videos
in the sample (55% of the most-viewed group and 71% of the
least-viewed) had no insight (Figure 4C).

Videos in the most-viewed group also differed from those
in the least-viewed group when it came to emotional arousal.
The relationship was significant, and the effect size was large
[χ2(3, N = 306) = 29.46, p < 0.001, Cramer’s V = 0.31].
The least-viewed group had a higher percentage of emotionally
inactive videos (∼62%) than the most-viewed group (∼40%).
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TABLE 1 | Chi-square test results on proportions of storytelling components in two groups.

Components Levels Popularity (group total) df χ
2 p Cramer’s V

Most-viewed (153) Least-viewed (153) (N = 306)

Point of view First person 92 95 2 2.04 >0.05

Second person 17 10

Third person 44 48

Use of voice None 3 4 – – –

Voice over visual 72 62

Talk on camera 35 39

Mixed 43 48

Dramatic question None 51 71 2 6.68 <0.05 0.15

Implicit 20 11

Explicit 82 71

Moments of change None 44 66 3 18.35 <0.001 0.24

1 48 56

2 30 22

≥3 31 9

Insight None 84 109 2 9.89 <0.01 0.18

Implicit 17 15

Explicit 52 29

Emotional arousal Inactive 61 95 3 29.46 <0.001 0.31

A little active 46 47

Moderately active 31 9

Quite active 15 2

Status of story None 31 45 3 22.40 <0.001 0.27

Low 21 47

Medium 32 19

High 69 42

FIGURE 3 | The percentage of videos with different (A) point of view, (B) use of voice in the most-viewed and least-viewed group.

Meanwhile, 30% of videos in the most-viewed group were
moderately or quite activating, whereas only 7% of the least-
viewed group managed to induce such emotional arousal
(Figure 5A).

Lastly, status of story differed significantly between the two
groups, and the effect size was medium [χ2(3, N= 306)= 22.40,
p < 0.001, Cramer’s V= 0.27]. The most-viewed group was more
likely to have videos with medium (21%) or high (45%) status of
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FIGURE 4 | The proportions of videos with different types of (A) dramatic question, (B) moments of change (C) insight in the sample (N = 306). Asterisks denote a

significant difference between the most-viewed group and the least-viewed group: *indicates p < 0.05; **indicates p < 0.01; ***indicates p < 0.001.

FIGURE 5 | The proportions of videos with different types of (A) emotional arousal, and (B) status of story (N = 306). Asterisks denote a significant difference between

the most-viewed group and the least-viewed group: *** indicates p < 0.001.

story compared with the least-viewed group. For example,When
Humans Were Prey by PBS Eons devoted the whole video to the
story about the change of interpretation of the Taung Child fossil.
Meanwhile, the least-viewed group had more videos without any
story (29%) and videos whose status of story was low (31%)
(Figure 5B).

Binary Logistic Regression
A binary logistic regression was performed to ascertain the
effects of dramatic question, insight, moments of change,
emotional arousal, and status of story on the likelihood
that a science video belonged to the most-viewed group
(i.e., was more popular). The logistic regression model was

statistically significant, explaining 22.9% of variability of
video popularity [Nagelkerke r2 = 0.229, χ

2(13) = 57.693,
p < 0.01].

Themodel indicated that emotional arousal and status of story
were significant predictors of video popularity (p < 0.05). When
the level of emotional arousal evoked by the video changed from
lower than moderate (0) to moderate or higher (1), the odds
of higher popularity is 2.998 times higher, if all other variables
remained unchanged (95% CI: 1.237–7.265). More importantly,
compared to videos with low status of story or no story at all (0),
videos with medium or high status of story (1) were 3.163 times
more likely to be more popular (95% CI: 1.378–7.262). Dummy
variables representing the use of dramatic question, insight,
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TABLE 2 | Summary of binary logistic regression analysis for variables predicting video popularity.

Coeff b s.e. Exp(b) 95% CI for exp(b)

Lower Upper

Intercept −0.908 0.301 0.403

Dramatic question-none 0.721 0.465 2.056 0.826 5.115

Dramatic question-explicit −0.111 0.452 0.895 0.369 2.173

Insight-none −0.067 0.442 0.936 0.394 2.223

Insight-explicit 0.568 0.479 1.765 0.690 4.514

Moments of change-none −0.140 0.331 0.869 0.455 1.662

Moments of change->1 0.072 0.378 1.074 0.512 2.252

Moments of change-≥3 0.893 0.524 2.442 0.875 6.814

Emotional arousal-inactive 0.172 0.298 1.187 0.662 2.129

Emotional arousal-≥moderately active 1.098* 0.452 2.998 1.237 7.265

Emotional arousal-quite active 0.640 0.880 1.896 0.338 10.644

Status of story-none −0.636 0.386 0.529 0.248 1.128

Status of story-≥medium 1.152** 0.424 3.163 1.378 7.262

Status of story-high −0.126 0.385 0.882 0.415 1.875

Storytelling predictors-conditions were coded as 1 for yes and 0 for no. *p < 0.05. **p < 0.01.

and moments of change were non-significant predictors in this
model (Table 2).

The model correctly predicted 60.78% of cases where videos
belonged to the most-viewed group and 71.24% of cases where
videos belonged to the least-viewed group. Overall, the model
provided an accuracy of prediction of 66.01%.

Features of the Most-Viewed Group
Correlations between storytelling components and video
duration were found within the most-viewed group. A Chi-
square test revealed a significant difference in the proportion
of videos with different status of story across four categories of
video duration [χ2(9, N = 153) = 31.02, p < 0.001, Cramer’s V
= 0.26]. As shown in Figure 6A, videos with high status of story
accounted for over 30% of each duration category. Meanwhile,
videos with no stories were more common in shorter videos than
longer ones.

As might be expected, the number of moments of change in
videos also differed significantly across video duration [χ2(9, N
= 153) = 23.36, p < 0.01, Cramer’s V = 0.23]. Videos shorter
than 15min were most likely to have only onemoment of change;
videos longer than that typically had three or more moments of
change (Figure 6B).

Moreover, we found a significant difference in the distribution
of the number of moments of change across videos with different
status of story [χ2(9, N = 153) = 29.46, p < 0.001, Cramer’s V
= 0.29]. Videos with a higher status of story were less likely to
proceed without a moment of change in narration (Figure 6C).

DISCUSSION

In this study, we examined 306 science communication videos
published by 52 highly popular YouTube channels in 2019. By
comparing seven storytelling components in the most viewed

and least viewed videos from these channels, we found five of
these factors significantly related to video popularity. Specifically,
videos in the most-viewed group were more likely to identify a
dramatic question to be addressed for the audience, incorporate
at least onemoment of change in the narration, specify the insight
of the content presented, evoke higher-arousal emotions and
elevate the importance of story in the video. The binary logistic
regressionmodel considering the five components (coded into 13
dummy variables in total) showed significant effects of emotional
arousal and status of story on the probability of achieving a high
video popularity.

Overall, our results indicate that the popularity of a science
video is associated with storytelling, providing further emphasis
on the role of storytelling in science communication. The present
findings suggest a popular science video on YouTube is likely to
be a 12-min story about an emotionally activating journey toward
an answer to a science-related question raised at the beginning,
with a twist in the middle and a revelation of the gist of the
exploration at the end.

These features shed light on possible mechanisms of
increasing science video popularity through storytelling. Among
the examined relationships, the association between video
popularity and emotional arousal was the only one that had a
large effect size. This result hints that science videos evoking a
higher level of emotional arousal in the audience are more likely
to be popular. Previous studies have suggested that emotionally
arousing content tends to elicit greater sharing (or intentions
to share) amongst viewers (Berger, 2011; Berger and Milkman,

2012; Nelson-Field et al., 2013), which would certainly lead to
more views in the long run. It is worth noting that the valence of

emotions evoked is also suggested to make a difference between
the popularity of online content (Berger and Milkman, 2012;
Tellis et al., 2019). Cooper and Nisbet (2016) found that the
relationship between stories and emotions varies according to the
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FIGURE 6 | Relationship between (A) video duration and status of story, (B) video duration and moments of change, and (C) status of story and moment of change in

the most-viewed group (N = 135).

emotional valence of the story. To yield a deeper understanding
of how storytelling may influence viewers’ intention to share a
video, future research should examine both the arousal and the
valence dimension of the emotions involved.

Meanwhile, the use of dramatic questions, moments of
change, insight revelation, and the use of one central story is
also related to higher video popularity, although with small or
medium effect sizes. These components could help to evoke
and retain the attention of the audience, make sense of the
information presented and create a mesmerizing experience for
the viewer, which might also contribute to video popularity
through promoting sharing.

Particularly, the number of moments of change appeared to be
associated with both the status of story and video length. Within
the most-viewed group, more than half (55%) of videos with a
high status of story and 67% of videos longer than 15min had
two or more moments of change. A typical example that used
twists to lead the audience to the next stop of the video was
What Is The Scariest Thing? by Vsauce. Several times Michael
Stevens, the host of the show, overturned previous candidates for
“scariest thing,” Each twist was announced with a “but” to get the
audience more captivated by the ultimate answer. Is such usage
of moments of change an “overly narrative” form of storytelling,
as Olson (2015) put it, or an application of multiple preferred
ABT structures in one video? As the contexts and positions of
the observed moments of change were not marked in this study,
we can’t determine whether each of them was effectively used
according to Olson’s framework. More work would need to be
done to explore this question in depth.

Several limitations of this study constrain us from drawing
more general conclusions about the impact of storytelling on
science video popularity. Firstly, all our sampled videos were
from a single video platform, YouTube. Generally, YouTube
users are more likely to have a college degree than the general
population, and more than 50% of YouTube users are female

(Google, 2020b). But specific demographics of the viewers of
the sampled channels, including age, gender, and geography,
are accessible only to the channel holders. Therefore, while
a large number of viewers watched the sampled videos, we
can’t take these viewers as fully representative of the wider
consumer population of science videos. Secondly, to shed light
on the practice by the most popular science YouTubers, we
used extreme case sampling rather than probability sampling
in this study. While results derived from these samples can
be useful to guide future practice, a sampling approach could
allow for better generalizability of findings. Thirdly, it’s unlikely
that our list of seven components has included all storytelling-
relevant factors that contribute to video popularity. Viewers
have inherently subjective perceptions of video content, and
may well be attracted to the same content for different
reasons. Asking viewers to compare pairs of videos with a
similar topic on YouTube, Figueiredo et al. (2014) found that
although viewers often disagree with each other’s preference,
they almost always made the right prediction of which video
would be more popular on YouTube. Therefore, although it’s
extremely difficult, if not impossible, to identify all storytelling
factors that have an impact on video popularity, it’s worth
searching. Future research should look at a wider range of
storytelling-related variables for their impact on science video
popularity. Lastly, through the chi-square test, we could only
establish correlations rather than causal relationships between
storytelling components and popularity. It doesn’t necessarily
imply that, for example, having more moments of change
makes a video more popular. Further evidence on this point
could be gathered via potential experimental conditions, or
via gaining access to the audience reach and engagement
data available only to the individual Youtuber or at the
platform level.

Therefore, it is important to note a few things when
interpreting the contribution of this study.
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First of all, this study focuses on one goal of science
communication, namely generating interest among non-expert
audiences. Scheufele and Brossard (2008) contended that it might
be unethical if we do not “use all tools at our disposal in order to
reach broad audiences,” Here we intend to showcase the potential
of storytelling in science videos as part of the toolkit of science
communicators. But at the same time, while in this study we
contrasted the most and least viewed groups to find “better”
storytelling patterns that potentially facilitate higher video views,
it doesn’t mean that video popularity is the only—or even the
most important—measure to define how successful a science
communication video is.

Secondly, while our results revealed the most frequently
displayed form of seven storytelling components in highly
popular science videos, it doesn’t necessarily mean that videos
displaying these storytelling components will always be similarly
popular. There are, of course, many other content and content-
agnostic factors that contribute to video popularity. Having said
that, videos that display the examined characteristics will, all
other things being equal, be more likely to be popular. The
question of how technically well or badly the YouTubers use these
storytelling components is, while important, beyond the scope of
our explorative study.

Last but not least, through looking into some of the
most popular science channels, our study suggests the
existence of a constant quest for good stories even amongst
successful YouTubers. Although many of the YouTube science
communicators explored in this study are excellent storytellers

who are probably well aware of effective ways of composing a

science story, they often fail to apply them equally in all their
videos andmake them equally narratively attractive. For example,
the video When Giant Lemurs Ruled Madagascar had only one-
tenth the view count of the video How We Domesticated Cats
(Twice), even though they were both produced by PBS Eons and
had highly similar traits over the seven storytelling components.
Although we started to investigate the importance of the telling
part of storytelling in video popularity, our finding hints at the
unexamined impact of the story part of storytelling. Even for the
most popular science YouTubers, it seems that there’s an elusive
dividing line between a well-told story and a great story. Finding
a way to assess the latter, and more importantly, finding a way
to produce it, will be challenging tasks for future researchers and
science communicators to address.
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